Choose the Word

Parent Directions: Have your child read each sentence and choose the word that makes sense in the sentence. Have your child write the word in the blank.

1. People who believe in _______________ think that the stars and planets affect their lives. hydrology aeronautics astrology

2. The _______________ wore a protective suit so she could go outside to repair the space station. cosmonaut photograph nautilus

3. The mother sat on the _______________ where she could watch the children playing in the backyard. terrace hydroplane aster

4. This farm grows tomatoes by _______________, in which the plants grow in liquid and not earth. aerobatics hydroponics terrain

5. The actors forgot their lines, the scenery fell down, and the play was a _______________. terrarium hydrant disaster

Write Sentences

Directions: Choose five words from the word bank. For each word, write a sentence using the word correctly.

Word Bank
navigation subterranean dehydrate aerosol photocopier disaster hydroelectric

6. ____________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________

10. ____________________________________________
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